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| [√] | excellent |
| [x] | good |
| [=] | fair |
| [x] | problem |
| [xx] | serious problem |
| [N/A] | not applicable |
| [*n] | see remark number n |

Local characteristics
[ ] motivates the problem that is being addressed in the report
[ ] contains clear statement of the problem being addressed
[ ] contains necessary background material to allow reader to understand the description of the work (target audience for your report are fellow cs686 students)
[ ] contains a review of previous work and the limitations of previous work
[ ] contains a clear statement of the technical solutions used to solve the problem
[ ] contains an evaluation of how successful the technical solutions used to solve the problem were, and why they were successful
[ ] contains a summary of the main contributions

Global characteristics
[ ] report is well-written and well-organized
[ ] report contains no awkward or ungrammatical sentences
[ ] report makes good use of examples to illustrate the problem, the solutions, and important notation, definitions, theorems, and so on
[ ] report demonstrates a good understanding and gives a good analysis of the problem addressed
[ ] apparent effort (this is not measured by the number of pages)
[ ] originality: does the essay show independent thought, identify any unsolved problems and propose any initial solutions, or propose any new approaches to existing problems?

Notes to the author:

Overall ranking: [ ] Excellent [ ] very good [ ] good [ ] needs improvement